
Project management system
See how Catchr can be used as a platform for managing projects, track progress on 
activities and how to use Catchr data to automatically generate business reports saving 
hours of manual work.
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Geolocation at its best

Valuable information is gathered and displayed 
neatly at finger tips of the users. From here the 
user can see pictures, open activities and follow 
the status progress of the project. 

Catchr has build in colour labelling system to help 
the users distinguish between the wind turbines.

Chat is widely used all over the world because it is fast 
and easy to use - and it brings people together. This is 
also why we have build in a great function in Catchr to 
support great team communication. 

In the chat users can report on essential findings, take 
photos of work completed or simply write enthusiastic 
messages to keep up the team spirit.

Centralising information

Chat with everybody

To know where you are going you need to know where 
you are. On the Elk Creek project wind turbines are placed 
in their actual physical position making them super easy 
to find and navigate between. 

Since Catchr can be shared with everybody you can share 
geolocation with customers and suppliers making it 
extremely easy for everybody to find.



Catchr has a secret weapon. It comes with a fully 
feature API back end - separate from the mobile 
application. Using the API all the data being 
collected with Catchr is available through web 
services. 

On the Elk Creek project we have build an 
automatic Non Conformity Report that is 
automatically generated with the push of a 
button. 

The automated approach saves many hour - even 
days of frustrating cut/paste nitty gritty back 
office work with details. With Catchr it’s simply 
aim shoot and print.

Report Automation

Using Catchr in this case has increased project execution performance by making information 
available in the right place at the right time. On project like this time is money and when you dealing 
with heavy machinery time is a lot of money. 

There is a huge difference between an old fashioned reporting approach where users are forced to 
open their laptop, wait for it to start up, find the right application and fill in a lot of information as 
posed to simply take out your phone push the button and done! 

Catchr data is making its way to the back office where office staff use it for reporting back to 
management, updating project schedules and send invoices.

Optimising overall project performance


